A major challenge in plant developmental biology is understanding how development is coordinated by interacting hormones and genes. The regulated formation of auxin gradients provides a key mechanism controlling plant growth, tropisms and development through the provision of positional and vectorial information[@b1]. Arabidopsis root development is coordinated via an auxin concentration maximum in the root tip[@b2]. The auxin maximum specifies the hypophysis and quiescent centre (QC), regulates root meristem formation, and positions the stem cell niche (SCN)[@b2]. An auxin minimum also defines a developmental window for lateral root initiation[@b3], while transport of auxin produced in new lateral root primordia regulates lateral root emergence[@b4]. Low rates of polar auxin transport balances cell differentiation and division and prevents meristem growth, while high polar auxin transport promotes cell division over differentiation[@b5]. These and many other studies show that understanding the quantitative properties of auxin patterning is essential for understanding the regulation of root development.

Auxin gradient formation in the Arabidopsis root is predominantly regulated by auxin transport proteins[@b6], including PIN-FORMED (PIN) proteins[@b7], the AUX1/LIKE-AUX1 (AUX1/ LAX) family of influx carriers/channels[@b8], and ABCB transporters[@b9][@b10]. Auxin gradients are hypothesized to be sink-driven[@b11], while modelling has suggested that PIN efflux carriers can generate the gradient[@b12]. Other studies indicate that AUX1/LAX influx carriers are also required for creating auxin distribution patterning at the root tip[@b13][@b14]. Importantly, it has been suggested that nonpolar AUX1/LAX influx carriers create tissues containing high auxin concentrations, while polar PIN carriers control directional auxin transport within these tissues[@b13]. Therefore both auxin efflux[@b12][@b15][@b16] and influx carriers[@b13][@b16] are considered important for generating auxin patterning, although their relative contributions are not clear.

While it is known that polar PIN carriers direct auxin movement differentially and nonpolar AUX1/LAX carriers act to retain cellular auxin, one key question is how the combined transport activity of the polar PIN and nonpolar AUX1/LAX carriers can potentially control auxin pattern formation. Important auxin carrier properties include their concentration and localisation. Concentration is controlled by gene expression and protein turnover, and localisation by polar or nonpolar recycling and distribution at plasma membranes[@b7][@b8]. One critical component of understanding auxin pattern formation requires investigation of how concentration and localisation of influx and efflux carriers potentially work together to generate pattern. The following questions need to be addressed. First, while maintaining constant nonpolar AUX1/LAX localisation but at different levels, can auxin patterning be maintained without changing PIN polarity? Similarly, while maintaining polar PIN localisation but at different levels, does auxin pattern maintenance require changes in AUX1/LAX localisation? Answers will determine how influx and efflux carrier levels and localisation combine to control auxin pattern formation and clarify the individual roles of polar PIN and nonpolar AUX1/LAX carriers in maintaining auxin patterning. Second, can auxin pattern recovery lead to auxin carrier pattern recovery? Answers will address the role of auxin in regulating the patterning of its own transporters. Third, for the same auxin pattern generated by different influx and efflux carrier combinations, are the influx and efflux carrier levels spatially correlated? Answers will reveal how auxin patterning is controlled by combined influx and efflux carrier patterning.

This study seeks answers through data-driven mechanistic modelling analysis, in which we explicitly include the polar PIN and nonpolar AUX1/LAX carriers. Since the ABCB family can reversibly redirect auxin flux[@b9][@b10], the role of these transporters has been incorporated into PIN and AUX1/LAX activity to simplify modelling analysis. Our model integrates the following experimental data: (1) a root structure with cell geometries derived from confocal microscopy imaging[@b13], where each cell has a cytosolic space, plasma membrane and cell wall; (2) PIN and AUX1/LAX carrier localisation based on experimental images[@b11][@b13][@b17][@b18][@b19][@b20]; (3) PIN polarity; and (4) experimental data describing hormonal crosstalk between efflux carriers (PIN1 and PIN2) and hormones (auxin, ethylene, cytokinin)[@b21]. The hormonal crosstalk network is a mixed-type network that integrates gene expression, signal transduction and metabolic conversions. In particular, the important processes related to auxin patterning incorporated in the network include (a) auxin biosynthesis and degradation; (b) auxin transport facilitated by both influx and efflux carriers; and (c) regulatory relationships[@b21]. Therefore, the network integrates auxin metabolism and transport into an integrative system.

We show that a model integrating the above data reproduces auxin patterning similar to experimental observations. We also formulate a general principle for quantitative auxin pattern recovery which demonstrates how relationships between influx and efflux carrier level and localisation can possibly combine to quantitatively control auxin patterning and the emergence of specific auxin patterns, which demonstrates that the relationship between influx and efflux carriers, not their individual activity, regulates auxin patterning. This principle allows relationships between level and localisation of influx and efflux carriers for a target auxin pattern to become searchable, and it enables auxin concentration and its influx and efflux carriers to be studied as an integrated system. In addition, we show that our model makes various predictions that can be validated experimentally.

Results
=======

Data-driven mechanistic modelling reproduces the key features of auxin response patterning in root development
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Here we integrate experimental data into a systematic modelling analysis of auxin patterning. [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} describe a multicellular hormonal crosstalk model with realistic cell geometries, localisation of auxin influx and efflux carriers, and PIN carrier polarity. Our model ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) integrates four categories of experimental data, as follows and as described in [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

First, actual cell geometry and multicellular root organisation allows the study of cell-cell communication. Each cell contains two spatial identities, the cytosolic space, and a space including the plasma membrane and cell wall. For simplicity, adjacent plasma membrane and cell wall entities are represented by a single model identity containing both cell wall and plasma membrane properties. We refer to this single identity as either a cell wall or plasma membrane depending on the context and properties under discussion. We also consider extracellular space but do not include any subcellular structures. Auxin is transported between the two spatial identities by influx and efflux carriers, while within the cytosol or within the combined cell wall and extracellular space, auxin is considered to be transported by diffusion. At the shoot-root boundary, conditions for auxin concentration are fixed and implemented in the same way as described in the literature[@b21].

Second, localisation of PIN efflux (PIN1,2,3,4,7) and AUX1/LAX influx carriers (AUX1, LAX2,3) at the plasma membrane is derived from experimental imaging and implicitly includes ABCB transporter activity ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since the ABCB family can reversibly redirect auxin flux, we consider that ABCB activity is incorporated into the basal activity of all PIN proteins and AUX1/LAX influx carriers. These basal activities for both efflux and influx carriers are nonpolar. Since PIN proteins can have polarised distribution, we consider that the lowest levels of PIN proteins have included the activities of PIN and ABCB proteins. For example, the lowest concentration of PIN3 protein is prescribed to be 0.06 μΜ ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We consider this concentration has implicitly included the activities ABCB proteins (say 0.02 μΜ is attributed to the ABCB protein activity). Since PIN3 distribution is polarised, we consider that the areas with higher PIN3 concentrations have also included the same ABCB protein activity.

Third, PIN (PIN1,2,3,4,7) carrier polarity is defined based on experimental data ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); and fourth, experimental data on the hormonal crosstalk network are as constructed previously[@b21][@b22][@b23]; and as summarised in [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In the cytosolic spaces, the crosstalk network controls metabolism of two efflux carriers (PIN1 and PIN2) and the hormones auxin, ethylene and cytokinin ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The network allows quantitative description of PIN1 and PIN2 regulation by the three hormones and enables study of the relationship between auxin, PIN1 and PIN2 patterning. The crosstalk networks for other auxin carriers (PIN3,4,7, AUX1, LAX2,3) cannot be constructed due to insufficient experimental data, as analysed in [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and therefore these carriers are prescribed based on experimental imaging.

Kinetic equations and parameters for crosstalk between PIN1, PIN2, auxin, ethylene and cytokinin are as previously described[@b21]. Concentration levels for PIN3,4,7 and AUX1, LAX2,3 are adjusted so that the model reproduces key features of wildtype auxin patterning ([Supplementary methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The model reproduces key features of experimental auxin response patterning ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, an auxin maximum emerges at the quiescent centre (QC); auxin concentration in epidermal cells in the elongation zone is higher than that in the pericycle and vascular cells as observed experimentally[@b13]; a steep auxin gradient is observed in cells closest to the QC starting at the initials, similar to experimental R2D2 reporter gradients ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Liao *et al*.[@b24]). Auxin distribution in different cell types is also comparable with experimental DII-VENUS reporter data (Fig. 1K in Band *et al*.[@b13]; [Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The trend of the modelled auxin concentrations for five cell types (i.e. QC, stele, endodermis, epidermis meristem and cortex meristem) is similar to the trend observed experimentally (Fig. 1K in Band *et al*.[@b13]). The discrepancies between our modelling results ([Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the experimental observations of DII-VENUS response (Fig. 1K in Band *et al*.[@b13]) were similarly observed in the previous modelling results where a rectangular root structure was used (Notes [S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Moore *et al*.[@b21]). The possible reasons for these discrepancies were discussed comprehensively in our previous research (Notes [S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Moore *et al*.[@b21]).

The model also predicts that PIN1 and 2 levels generally decrease from the proximal to distal region of the root ([Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), similar to experimental observations (Fig. 1 in Liu *et al*.[@b23]; Fig. 3B in Bishopp *et al*.[@b25]; Fig. 5 in Rowe *et al*.[@b26]). Therefore experimental data can be integrated into a systems model which is able to reproduce key features of auxin patterning and predict PIN1 and 2 patterning in the root ([Figs 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and S1).

The interlinked relationship between auxin concentration and influx and efflux carrier patterning
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since the model integrates a wide range of experimental data and reproduces key features of auxin response patterning, we can investigate how the combined activities of PIN and AUX1/LAX carriers can potentially control auxin pattern formation, provided we can develop a general principle for quantitative auxin pattern recovery following perturbation of transporter activity. Such a principle will reveal how specific auxin patterning can be generated by the relationship between influx and efflux carriers, rather than the activities of individual carrier types.

### A principle for the quantitative recovery of an auxin pattern: 'Recovery Principle'

In a multicellular root with realistic cell geometry, cells may exchange auxin with different numbers of neighbouring cells ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Although polar PIN carriers direct auxin in specific directions and nonpolar AUX1/LAX carriers act to retain cellular auxin, an important question is whether PIN and AUX1/LAX carriers can work together to maintain a specific auxin pattern. To address this, we derive a mechanism for quantitative auxin pattern recovery, termed the 'recovery principle'.

The principle is an iterative process designed to study steady-state patterning. Therefore, each iteration must be computed for a sufficiently long simulation time for all components to reach steady state values.

Since AUX1/LAX influx carriers direct auxin from the cell wall to the cytosol, a recovery principle after PIN carrier perturbation can be formulated as follows.

With

*A*~*p*,i+1~ is the searched 'new' AUX1/LAX concentration, calculated by adjusting the 'old' AUX1/LAX concentration (*A*~*p*,i~) using the above equations. At the first iteration (i = 1), *A*~*p*,*i*~ is equal to the AUX1/LAX concentration in the reference system (e.g. wildtype), (*A*~*p*,*r*~). \[*Auxin*\]~*p*,*i*~ is the auxin concentration at the cell wall gridpoint (adjacent to one or more cytosolic gridpoints). \[*Auxin*\]~*c*,*i*~ is the auxin concentration at a cytosolic gridpoint connecting to one or more adjacent cell wall gridpoints. At the first iteration (i = 1), \[*Auxin*\]~*c*,*i*~ is the auxin concentration when *A*~*p*,*i*~ equals *A*~*p*,*r*~ and PIN carrier concentrations equal their values after initial perturbation from their reference state. \[*Auxin*\]~*c*,*r*~ and \[*Auxin*\]~*p*,*r*~ are the respective auxin concentrations of a reference system at a cytosolic and cell wall gridpoint, respectively. *R*~*p*,*i*~ and *R*~*c*,*I*~ are the absolute values of the relative differences in auxin concentration between the current and reference systems at the cell wall and cytosolic gridpoints for each iteration, respectively. *R*~*p*,*i*~ and *R*~*c*,*I*~ quantify the degree to which the auxin concentration in the current system differs from the reference system. The recovery principle, [eqs 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"},[2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"},[3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, has the following biological significances. PIN level perturbations change auxin patterning. To recover the original auxin pattern, we compare the changed auxin pattern (in the current system) with the reference pattern and then reset AUX1/LAX patterning using [eqs 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"},[2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"},[3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Since changing the auxin concentration at any gridpoint results in changes at all neighbouring gridpoints, a change at any location will change concentrations across the whole root. Therefore, to recover the auxin pattern, AUX1/LAX must be reset simultaneously at all root locations using [eqs 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"},[2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"},[3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The AUX1/LAX adjustments at each cell wall location are calculated using the auxin concentration at the cell wall or neighbouring cytosolic gridpoint which differs most from the reference value.

Specifically, when two auxin patterns are compared and if *R*~*p*,*i*~ \> *R*~*c*,*i*~ for i = 1...n, the AUX1/LAX activity should be changed so that cell wall auxin concentration is adjusted towards its reference value. To do this, AUX1/LAX concentration should change by a factor of for i = 1...n, following [equation 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. For example if for i = 1...n, total AUX1/LAX concentration increases, resulting in a decrease in auxin concentration at the cell wall gridpoint which in turn results in increased auxin concentration at the neighbouring cytosolic gridpoint. Similarly, if *R*~*p*,*i*~ ≤ *R*~*c*,*i*~ for i = 1...n, AUX1/LAX activity should be changed so that auxin concentration at the cytosolic gridpoint changes towards its reference value. To do this, total AUX1/LAX concentration should change by a factor of for i = 1...n, following [equation 2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Thus, after all gridpoints in the whole root are compared simultaneously to the reference system, a new AUX1/LAX concentration pattern is created for the whole root. The new AUX1/LAX concentration pattern generates a new auxin pattern which is again compared with the reference pattern, following the recovery principle. As a result, the auxin pattern gradually approaches the reference pattern. After multiple iterations, the original reference auxin pattern is recovered.

Therefore, the recovery principle is a generic, biologically based, iterative relationship that establishes how auxin efflux and influx carriers can coordinate their activities to control the emergence of a specific auxin pattern.

[Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} presents an example of auxin pattern recovery after total PIN3, 4 and 7 concentration is decreased by 75% of its wildtype reference value.

After reducing total PIN3, 4 and 7 by 75%, the maximum deviation in auxin concentration from reference is ca. 80% across the whole root ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Using the recovery principle to reset AUX1/LAX, this difference reduces to ca. 10% after 5 iterations ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). After 85 iterations it reduces to ca. 0.3%, indicating that wildtype root auxin patterning is fully recovered ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore after a 75% PIN3, 4, 7 reduction, wildtype auxin patterning can be maintained by resetting AUX1/LAX following the recovery principle. This indicates that the relationship between influx and efflux carriers, rather than their individual activities, controls auxin pattern formation.

We have examined additional five different total PIN3, 4 and 7 concentrations set at 0%, 50%, 150%, 175% and 200% of wildtype, finding that the recovery principle can always recover a reference wildtype auxin pattern ([Figures S2--S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, it is clear that wildtype auxin patterning can emerge from multiple combinations of interlinked levels and localisation of influx and efflux carriers. Thus, PIN and AUX1/LAX influx carriers in combination control auxin pattern formation.

Auxin pattern recovery also leads to quantitative recovery of PIN1 and 2 patterning ([Figure S7](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After reducing total PIN3, 4 and 7 concentration, modelling results predict that PIN1 and 2 concentration increases in the plasma membrane of vascular cells ([Figure S7](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is similar to experimental observations for the *pin3pin4pin7* triple mutant[@b18]. Although the level and patterning of both total PIN3,4,7 and AUX1/LAX differ from their original patterning after auxin recovery, PIN1 and 2 levels and patterning return to their original values. This reflects the regulation of PIN1 and 2 levels and patterning by hormonal crosstalk and demonstrates the mutual regulation of auxin and its transporters via hormonal crosstalk. Therefore, the recovery principle reveals that the patterning of auxin concentration and the influx and efflux carriers is interlinked.

The recovery principle can also be used to search for the level and localisation of PIN efflux carriers necessary to recover AUX1/LAX perturbations, as summarised in section "Quantitative recovery of an auxin pattern requires changes in PIN carrier polarity when AUX1/LAX influx carriers maintain uniform distribution but change levels", below.

### When PIN efflux carriers maintain polarity but change levels, quantitative recovery of an auxin pattern requires non-uniform and polar distribution of AUX1/LAX influx carriers

The computed AUX1/LAX carrier patterns for wildtype auxin pattern recovery reveal that, when PIN carriers maintain their polarity but change levels, auxin pattern recovery requires non-uniform and polar distribution of AUX1/LAX ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). AUX1/LAX concentrations can vary at the same cell face and AUX1/LAX influx carrier polarity can also be identified. In recovery from 75% loss of PIN3, 4 and 7, regions of vascular and pericycle cells exhibit higher AUX1/LAX levels at apical cell faces ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This polarity can be similar or opposite to PIN polarity depending on root location and the original perturbation ([Figs 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and S8).

Experimentally, AUX1/LAX appears to have nonpolar distribution[@b13][@b27]. In the wildtype, polar PIN and nonpolar AUX1/LAX carriers combine to generate wildtype auxin patterning. When total wildtype PIN3, 4 and 7 is perturbed, wildtype auxin patterning requires non-uniform and polar distribution of AUX1/LAX influx carriers, which highlights the importance of combined polar PIN and nonpolar AUX1/LAX carrier activity in generating a specific quantitative auxin pattern.

### A uniform distribution of AUX1/LAX influx carriers leads to changes in the recovered auxin pattern

To further explore the implications of PIN and AUX1/LAX carriers in generating an auxin pattern, we averaged AUX1/LAX concentrations over the plasma membrane of each cell in the root for the six recovery cases investigated. Although averaging does not change the total AUX1/LAX level in a cell, it guarantees a uniform AUX1/LAX distribution at the plasma membrane of each cell. After averaging, AUX1/LAX carriers have uniform cellular distribution, but the average varies between cells. [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows that uniform AUX1/LAX distribution leads to changes in auxin patterning compared to the equivalent non-uniform AUX1/LAX distribution. This demonstrates that, while non-uniform polar AUX1/LAX distribution can recover wildtype auxin patterning, the corresponding uniform distribution cannot. Therefore, when the same level of AUX1/LAX influx carriers is maintained, uniform distribution generates a specific auxin pattern that is different from the auxin patterns generated by non-uniform distribution, indicating the importance of uniform distribution of AUX1/LAX influx carriers in the control of auxin patterning.

### Patterns of PIN and AUX1/LAX carriers for maintaining an auxin pattern do not have spatially proportional correlation

We investigated six cases for recovering wildtype auxin patterning and found that multiple combinations of interlinked PIN and AUX1/LAX patterns can lead to the same target auxin pattern. Biologically, polar PIN carriers differentially direct auxin, while AUX1/LAX carriers act to retain cellular auxin. For further insights into how PIN and AUX1/LAX carriers can combine to generate specific auxin patterning, we explored whether multiple combinations of interlinked PIN and AUX1/LAX patterns for generating the same auxin pattern exhibit spatially proportional correlation. Any correlation would imply that the effect on auxin patterning of changing polar PIN activity can be compensated by proportionately changing AUX1/LAX activity.

[Figure S9](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} reveals the spatial complexity of relationships between influx and efflux carriers. Different PIN and AUX1/LAX pattern combinations, that maintain the same auxin pattern, do not exhibit spatially proportional correlation. Although auxin patterning is recovered, the ratio of PIN between 75% PIN3,4,7 reduction and wildtype is generally not equal to the corresponding ratio for AUX1/LAX. This reveals that the effects on auxin patterning of changing polar PIN activity are not compensated by a proportional change in AUX1/LAX activity. Another level of complexity is that relationships between PIN and AUX1/LAX for maintaining an auxin pattern depend on the absolute levels of these carriers. Comparing [Figure S9a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and b shows that 75% reduction of PIN3,4,7 and 75% increase of PIN3,4,7 require different relationships between PIN and AUX1/LAX to maintain the same auxin patterning. This complexity exists for all six cases investigated (total PIN3, 4 and 7 concentrations are set at 0%, 25%, 50%, 150%, 175% and 200% of wildtype) ([Figures S9, S10 and S11](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, PIN and AUX1/LAX patterning for maintaining an auxin pattern do not have a spatially proportional correlation.

### Quantitative recovery of an auxin pattern requires changes in PIN carrier polarity when AUX1/LAX influx carriers maintain uniform distribution but change levels

At different PIN levels, maintaining an auxin pattern can require non-uniform and polar AUX1/LAX distribution ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). A uniform AUX1/LAX distribution leads to deviations from target auxin patterning ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). This highlights the importance of polar PIN and nonpolar AUX1/LAX carrier combinations in generating a specific auxin pattern.

The recovery principle can also be used to search for the level and localisation of PIN when AUX1/LAX carriers are perturbed, by considering the role of PIN carriers in auxin transport from the cytosolic to cell wall. As such, the recovery principle requires that [equations 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} be replaced by [equations 4](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [5](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

*PIN*~*p*,*i*+1~ is the searched 'new' PIN concentration, calculated by adjusting the 'old' PIN concentration, *PIN*~*p*,*i*~, using the above equations. At the first iteration (i = 1), *PIN*~*p*,*i*~ is the PIN concentration in the reference system.

The recovery principle shows that, at different levels of uniformly localised AUX1/LAX, maintenance of auxin pattern requires changes in PIN polarity ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}).

When AUX1/LAX levels are increased to 50% above wildtype, wildtype auxin patterning can be recovered, but the searched PIN3,4,7 polarity differs from wildtype. The searched total PIN3,4,7 localisation in epidermal cells displays polarity that does not exist in wildtype ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the corresponding relationship between influx level and efflux polarity, rather than the individual activity of either the influx or efflux carriers, controls auxin pattern formation.

The recovery principle reveals that the same auxin pattern can emerge from multiple combinations of interlinked, but not spatially proportionally correlated, levels and localisation of both influx and efflux carriers. Specifically, at different levels of efflux carriers with the same polarity, both the level and polarity of influx carriers must be simultaneously changed to maintain auxin patterning. At different levels of influx carriers with the same nonpolar localisation, both the level and polarity of efflux carriers require simultaneous adjustment for auxin pattern maintenance. In addition, a recovered auxin pattern leads to quantitative PIN1 and 2 pattern recovery. Therefore, auxin concentration, and influx and efflux carrier patterning are interlinked into an integrated system.

The recovery principle enables searchable relationships between level and localisation of both influx and efflux carriers for a known target auxin pattern
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The recovery principle reveals that the same wildtype reference auxin pattern can emerge from multiple combinations of interlinked, but not spatially proportionally correlated, levels and localisation of influx and efflux carriers. This principle unravels novel aspects of auxin patterning control and enables the search for unknown PIN and AUX1/LAX carrier combinations, that generate a known target auxin pattern ([Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}).

The recovery principle identifies two interlinked PIN and AUX1/LAX patterns ([Fig. 7c,d](#f7){ref-type="fig"}) that both recover a known target auxin pattern ([Fig. 7a,b](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Although PIN patterning in [Fig. 7c,d](#f7){ref-type="fig"} differ significantly, when combined with their corresponding AUX1/LAX patterns they generate the same target auxin pattern. Thus, for a known target auxin pattern, the recovery principle can search for multiple PIN and AUX1/LAX pattern combinations that achieve the target patterning. Therefore relationships between level and localisation of influx and efflux carriers become searchable.

A systems view of the control of auxin patterning by both influx and efflux carriers
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While many factors likely control auxin patterning, the auxin influx and efflux carriers have been shown to be key components of pattern formation. The recovery principle reveals how the two important influx and efflux carrier properties, level and localisation, are potentially linked to control auxin pattern formation. [Figure 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"} summarises the relationships between influx and efflux carrier levels and localisation.

For maintaining a target auxin pattern, the level and localisation of influx and efflux carriers are interlinked as follows: (1) changing PIN levels and maintaining PIN polarity require changes to both AUX1/LAX levels and polarity; (2) changing AUX1/LAX levels and maintaining the nonpolar localisation requires changes to both PIN levels and polarity. Experimentally, AUX1/LAX appears to have nonpolar distribution in at least some cell types[@b13][@b27]. Therefore, for maintaining an auxin pattern, PIN polarity is essential, but it must change at different AUX1/LAX levels. Additionally, PIN and AUX1/LAX pattern combinations that maintain the same auxin pattern do not have a spatially proportional correlation, indicating a complex nonlinear relationship between PIN and AUX1/LAX in controlling auxin pattern formation. Therefore quantitative effects of PIN on auxin patterning must be examined concomitantly with the effects of AUX1/LAX, and vice versa.

Model predictions and experimental validation
---------------------------------------------

As described above, the model developed in this work has integrated a variety of experimental data. By formulating a recovery principle, we have shown that the model can be used to provide insights into the control of auxin patterning in the Arabidopsis root. Since the model integrates the properties of auxin influx and efflux transporters with those of auxin biosynthesis and degradation, it is also able to make various predictions that can be experimentally validated.

[Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that the model predicts that PIN1 and 2 levels generally decrease from the proximal to distal region of the root. These predictions are similar to experimental observations (Fig. 1 in Liu *et al*.[@b24]; Fig. 3B in Bishopp *et al*.[@b25]; Fig. 5 in Rowe *et al*.[@b26]). This reveals that PIN1 and 2 patterning is the result of the integrative actions of a hormonal crosstalk network in the Arabidopsis root ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

[Figure S12](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows modelling predictions of the combined PIN1 and PIN2 concentration patterns for 100% loss of PIN3 or PIN4 or PIN7 and for the combined 100% loss of PIN3, PIN4 and PIN7. When PIN3, PIN4 or PIN7 levels are reduced to zero, modelling results predict that the PIN1 expression domain extends further to the elongation zone. These predictions are similar to experimental observations (Fig. 6 in Omelyanchuk *et al*.[@b28]). In addition, after reducing total PIN3, 4 and 7 concentrations to zero, modelling results predict that PIN1 and 2 concentrations increase in the plasma membrane of vascular cells. This is similar to experimental observations for the *pin3pin4pin7* triple mutant[@b18]. This modelling analysis reveals that the model is able to predict changes in PIN1 patterning for other *pin* mutants. We note that these model predictions have assumed that, for a *pin* mutant, the dynamics of PIN1 and 2 is regulated by a hormonal crosstalk ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) while all other auxin influx and efflux transporters remain unchanged. In this work, since both PIN1 and PIN2 is regulated by the same hormonal crosstalk network[@b21] ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we have not studied the change in PIN1 patterning for *pin2* mutant.

Although the current study focuses on the potential relationships between auxin influx and efflux transporters for maintaining an auxin pattern, the model developed in this work is able to make predictions on the patterning of auxin biosynthesis rate. This is because auxin biosynthesis and degradation are also processes included in the hormonal crosstalk network ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Figure 9](#f9){ref-type="fig"} summarises modelling predictions on the patterning of auxin biosynthesis rate. Specifically, auxin biosynthesis rates are increased towards the Arabidopsis root apex. In the QC and columella, auxin biosynthesis rates are high. In the epidermal cells of the elongation zone, auxin biosynthesis rates are also relatively high. These modelling predictions for auxin biosynthesis rate patterning are similar to those found by experimental observations (Fig. 5 in Petersson *et al*.[@b29]). We note that the modelled root in this study ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) does not include the region for lateral root development. Therefore, modelling predictions can only be compared with the root in Fig. 5 in Petersson *et al*.[@b29] after excluding the region of lateral root development. Moreover, the model also predicts that, in the transition zone, patterning of auxin biosynthesis rates is complex. Therefore, these modelling predictions reveal that elucidating the patterning of auxin biosynthesis needs to study the biosynthesis, degradation and transport of auxin as an integrative crosstalk system, as described in this work.

Since the model developed in this study has integrated auxin biosynthesis, degradation and transport, effects of any parameters relating to those processes can also be analysed using the model. For example, experimental measurement has shown that auxin apoplastic diffusion constant is smaller than that in water[@b30]. [Figure S13](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the effects on auxin patterning of reducing the auxin diffusion constant in the cell wall. Interestingly, modelling results predict that decreasing the auxin diffusion constant in cell wall favours auxin accumulation in the QC. In addition, the effects of varying levels of auxin influx and efflux carriers on auxin patterning can also be analysed. [Figure S14](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the effects of changing auxin influx levels on auxin patterning, and it supports the view that nonpolar AUX1/LAX carriers act to retain cellular auxin. Specifically, increasing/decreasing the levels of AUX1/LAX carriers affects the auxin concentration accordingly. These results reveal how nonpolar AUX1/LAX quantitatively contributes to the emergence of auxin patterning.

In summary, the model developed in this study is able not only to provide insights into the control of auxin patterning, but also to make various predictions that can be experimentally validated.

Discussion
==========

Experimental evidence shows that the quantitative properties of auxin gradients are important factors in regulating Arabidopsis root development. Auxin gradient formation is predominantly regulated by influx and efflux carriers that play distinct roles in controlling cellular auxin concentrations, by moving auxin into and out of the cell. However, PIN efflux proteins have polar localisation while AUX1/LAX influx proteins have nonpolar localisation in some cell types at least[@b27]. Since, for reasons given in this paper, the PIN3,4 and 7 auxin efflux carriers and the AUX1/LAX auxin influx carrier concentrations are prescribed and not established by the crosstalk network ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we cannot 'predict' or 'explain' how specific perturbations in one carrier set would affect the level and polarity of the other carrier set for PIN3,4,and 7 or AUX1/LAX. However, since the hormonal crosstalk network for PIN1,2 can be established[@b21] ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), effects of the prescribed auxin carriers on PIN1,2 patterning can be predicted and compared with experimental observations ([Figure S12](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While we cannot 'predict' all relationships between the influx and efflux carriers, the recovery principle does allow us to explore theoretically how the two carrier types could potentially coordinate their activity to establish and maintain auxin patterning and the possible implications for carrier concentration levels and polarity. In doing so, we effectively integrate the analysis of both carrier sets with auxin patterning rather than investigating the activity of one or other carrier type in isolation. This work is done within our existing crosstalk network, which includes auxin biosynthesis and degradation mechanisms.

By formulating a recovery principle, this work reveals how the level and localisation of both influx and efflux carriers are potentially interlinked to quantitatively control auxin pattern formation and how multiple combinations of levels and localisation of efflux and influx carriers could generate the same auxin pattern. Therefore, a specific auxin pattern is not uniquely determined by a specific efflux and influx carrier combination. The relationship between levels and localisation of these carriers plays the key role in determining a specific auxin pattern. When efflux carriers retain their original polarity but their levels are increased or decreased, both influx carrier level and polarity require simultaneous adjustment to maintain the original auxin pattern. Similarly, at different levels of influx carriers with the same nonpolar localisation, both the level and polarity of efflux carriers must also be simultaneously changed to maintain auxin patterning. Thus, the relationship between influx and efflux level and polarity, rather than the separate activity of either influx or efflux carrier, controls auxin pattern formation.

The roles of influx and efflux carriers in plant development have been subjected to extensive investigation, and existing research predominantly explains experimental observations by the activity of auxin influx carriers[@b14][@b27][@b31][@b32][@b33][@b34][@b35] the activity of efflux carriers[@b7] (references therein), or the ABCB transporters[@b9][@b10][@b36][@b37]. The model developed in this work has integrated the information for all of these important known auxin transporters rather than treating them as separate independent entities.

Although accumulated experimental evidence demonstrates that both auxin influx and efflux carriers have roles in plant development, a major obstacle for elucidating auxin patterning is the lack of a methodology to integrate the functions of these carriers. The recovery principle describes a methodology which allows the quantitative integrated analysis of the linkage between auxin and influx and efflux carrier patterning ([Fig. 8a](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). As we have demonstrated, this reveals how levels and localisation of influx and efflux carriers can coordinate their activity to maintain a specific auxin pattern. This enables searchable relationships between influx and efflux activity for a target auxin pattern ([Fig. 8b](#f8){ref-type="fig"}), sheds light on the integrated actions of influx and efflux carriers, and suggests that further understanding of the roles of auxin carriers in auxin patterning requires the study of the relationships between the carriers, as well as the study of each individual carrier. Previous modelling analysis has made efforts to study the actions of both influx and efflux carriers, but tends to emphasize the independent activities of either the efflux[@b12] or the influx carriers[@b13].

This work also demonstrates that once auxin patterning is recovered using the recovery principle, PIN1 and PIN2 patterning also recovers due to the action of hormonal crosstalk, which suggests that auxin controls the patterning of its own transporters via hormonal crosstalk. Control of patterning of the other transporters can be elucidated in the future, by conducting further experimental research and combining experimental data with modelling analysis. The design of specific experimental measurements will be critical to provide the necessary data for constructing hormonal crosstalk networks for these transporters.

Mechanisms of polar auxin transport have been subjected to extensive study using mathematical models. A recent excellent review has discussed various models and mechanisms[@b38]. These can be divided into flux-based or concentration-based models which can be used to study polar auxin transport mechanisms[@b38]. However they only consider the relationships between auxin and PIN efflux carriers. This work reveals that the relationships between influx and efflux level and polarity (rather than separate influx or efflux carrier activity) could control auxin pattern formation. A recent modelling study has suggested that auxin influx carriers can play an important role in polarising PIN carriers[@b39]. Future research on possible mechanisms for polar auxin transport should therefore study the combined roles of efflux and influx carriers, focusing on how the relationship between auxin and polar PIN depends on the levels and localisation of the influx carriers.

Whilst this research has integrated a wide range of experimental data to establish a data-driven mechanistic model for elucidating the control of auxin patterning and for making various predictions, we only consider the current model be a starting point. Clearly, our model can only analyse the contribution to auxin patterning of those components in the hormonal crosstalk network ([Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Future challenges include the integration of other hormones, signalling molecules and some relevant gene expression processes into the model; and combination of further modelling and experimental studies to elucidate the contribution of each process to auxin patterning. These future efforts should be able to further elucidate the relationships of auxin patterning, polarity and patterning of multiple efflux carriers, multiple influx carriers patterning, and auxin biosynthesis, degradation and conjugation.

Methods
=======

Root structure with realistic cell geometries, polar localisation of efflux carriers and nonpolar localisation of influx carriers
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A root structure with realistic cell geometries was constructed using experimental images[@b13]. Each cell consists of a cytosolic space contained by a plasma membrane, surrounded by its own cell wall. The area between adjacent cell walls represents extracellular space. Auxin diffuses within the cytosol, or within the combined cell wall and extra-cellular space, while transport between the cytosol and cell wall is facilitated by influx and efflux carriers. Details for constructing a realistic root structure that integrates actual cell geometries, the level and polar or nonpolar localisation of auxin influx and efflux carriers, with a variety of experimental data about hormonal crosstalk, are included in the [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Hormonal crosstalk
------------------

Crosstalk network between auxin, ethylene, cytokinin and PIN1 and PIN2 is included in [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. It was previously constructed by iteratively combining modelling and experimental measurements[@b21][@b22][@b23]. Extensive examination of published experimental data reveals that it is currently not possible to construct a network between the three hormones and other carriers, due to insufficient data and the complexity of crosstalk between hormones and auxin carriers, as discussed in [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Therefore, PIN3,4,7, AUX1 and LAX2 and 3 localisation is prescribed using experimental data, and the details are included in [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Numerical methods
-----------------

The partial differential equations, describing spatiotemporal dynamics of hormonal crosstalk in the root with multiple influx and efflux carriers, is solved using the finite volume method, in which each gridpoint is used as an element to establish the discrete mass balance equations. The numerical method was previously described in detail[@b21].
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![The model root with realistic cell geometry, a cytosolic space for each cell, a unique combined plasma membrane and cell wall entity for each cell, extracellular space, and auxin influx and efflux carrier localisation.\
(**a**) A realistic root map showing the individual cells, based on confocal imaging[@b13]. (**b**) Localisation of efflux (PIN3) and influx (AUX1) carriers at the combined plasma membrane and cell wall entity of selected cells, with extra-cellular space between the cell walls of adjacent cells. (S2 and S3: columella tier 2 and 3 cells. COL: columella, RC: root cap). The details of the data-driven mechanistic model are included in the [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep43004-f1){#f1}

![Modelled auxin concentration patterning and relative auxin concentration trends above the initials for selected cell files.\
(**a**) Auxin concentration colour map for the root and selected regions. (**b**) Relative auxin concentration trends in the first 20 cells above the initials in the epidermis, cortex, endodermis and pericycle cell files. (EZ: Elongation zone. QC: Quiescent Centre).](srep43004-f2){#f2}

![Auxin pattern recovery after 75% decrease in total wildtype PIN3,4,7 concentrations, using the recovery principle over 85 iterations.\
(**a**) Progressive auxin percentage difference from wildtype in the whole root. Blue curve shows the maximum auxin percentage difference below wildtype in the root, at each iteration. Red curve shows the maximum auxin percentage difference above wildtype in the root, at each iteration. Green curve shows the maximum range of the percentage difference from wildtype within the root, calculated by adding the absolute values of the blue and red curves at each iteration. (**b**) Colour map images of the percentage difference from wildtype auxin concentrations in the root after the initial perturbation of 75% loss of PIN3,4,7, then after 2 recovery iterations, and at full recovery after 85 iterations. Symbol % is the percentage difference relative to corresponding wildtype value.](srep43004-f3){#f3}

![AUX1/LAX concentration patterning required for auxin pattern recovery after reducing total PIN3, 4 and 7 by 75%.\
(**a**) AUX1/LAX colour map for recovery requires non-uniform and polar distribution of AUX1/LAX. (**b**) AUX1/LAX average cell face concentrations are ranked 1 to 4 for each cell, showing polar distribution of AUX1/LAX influx carriers. This is calculated by averaging the data in each cell face in (**a**) and by ranking them in terms of the average values. P: pericycle cell, V: vascular cell.](srep43004-f4){#f4}

![Comparison of auxin pattern recovery by uniform and non-uniform distribution of AUX1/LAX, for 6 different total PIN3, 4 and 7 concentrations set at 0%, 25%, 50%, 150%, 175% and 200% of wildtype.\
(**a**) Maximum percentage difference of auxin concentration from WT after recovery by uniform (red bar, right y-axis) and non-uniform (blue bar, left y-axis) AUX1/LAX distribution, for each case. (**b**) Colour maps of percentage difference of auxin concentration from WT after recovery by uniform AUX1/LAX distribution, for each case. Symbol % is the percentage difference relative to corresponding wildtype value.](srep43004-f5){#f5}

![The polarity of PIN3,4,7, after wildtype auxin pattern recovery from a 50% gain in AUX1/LAX level, is different from PIN3,4,7 polarity in wildtype.\
(**a**) Colour map of total PIN3,4,7 after recovery to wildtype auxin patterning. a1 shows an enlarged view of this map in selected epidermal and cortical cells. (**b**) Colour map of the ratio of PIN3,4,7 after auxin pattern recovery to wildtype PIN3,4,7. b1 shows enlarged views of this map in the epidermal and cortical cells, corresponding to the regions shown in a1. PIN3,4,7 have no polarity in the wildtype epidermal and cortical cell files (see [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} in the [Supplementary Methods](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), however PIN3,4,7 polarity can be observed in these cells after recovery, in a1, where there is greater PIN3,4,7 concentrations at the apical cell faces. This is confirmed in b1 where the red/brown/yellow colours indicate a consistently larger percentage increase in PIN3,4,7 after recovery compared to wildtype at the apical faces of these cells. This result shows that, in these epidermal and cortical cells, the polarity of PIN3,4,7, after wildtype auxin pattern recovery from a 50% gain in AUX1/LAX level, is different from PIN3,4,7 polarity in wildtype. C: cortical cells. E: epidermal cells.](srep43004-f6){#f6}

![Recovery to the same target auxin pattern from a 15% gain in PIN3,4,7 and from a 30% gain in PIN3,4,7, shows that two very different combinations of interlinked PIN and AUX1/LAX can lead to the same auxin pattern.\
(**a**) Auxin concentration colour map for the target auxin pattern created by a 50% loss in PIN3,4,7. (**b**) The percentage difference of target auxin pattern from the WT. (**c**) Total PIN and AUX1/LAX percentage comparison to WT for recovery from a 15% gain in PIN3,4,7, for a selected area of the root. (**d**) Total PIN and AUX1/LAX percentage comparison to WT for recovery from a 30% gain in PIN3,4,7, for the same selected area of the root. In (**c**,**d**), symbol % is the percentage difference relative to corresponding wildtype value.](srep43004-f7){#f7}

![The recovery principle reveals relationships between the influx and efflux carriers in establishing auxin patterning.\
(**a**) Changes in level of the influx carriers require changes in both polarity and level of the efflux carriers and vice versa, for recovery. (**b**) The recovery principle makes it possible to search for influx and efflux carrier combinations that achieve a target auxin pattern.](srep43004-f8){#f8}

![Modelling predictions for the patterning of auxin biosynthesis rate.\
EZ: elongation zone, TZ: transition zone, MZ: meristematic zone, QC: quiescent centre region.](srep43004-f9){#f9}
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